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ABSTRACT Additive manufactured smart wearables are establishing an increasingly firm foothold within
the monitoring of physical activities. A tiler was the use case proposed by this study, which seeks to
monitor changes in their typically kneeling work position with the goal of tracking behaviour and alleviating
long-term damage due to incorrect posture. This paper has described the development process of a conformal
kneepad with embedded sensing, obtained by means of interposing flexible tactile sensors between 3D
printed elastomeric layers. Topology optimization is employed towards material reduction in the context of
tailoring the kneepad design for the differentiated loading which the case study imposes. Considerations on
the inherent challenges of overmolding flexible geometries are provided along with a design-to-fabrication
process description which visits 3D printing, post-processing and 3D scanning. The use of the latter enables
the creation of a fully conformal design, optimized for the perfect fit on each individual wearing the kneepad.
The topology optimization is validated numerically and the ability of the kneepad to react to different pressure
stimuli is tested with a robot arm, capable of simulating different contact angles and load cases. By means
of dedicated electronics, the sensed information is modulestreamed over WiFi and tactile images are formed
on a user-friendly terminal. The kneepad concept ultimately serves as a case study for extended additive
manufactured smart wearables, with potential to be extended towards autonomous feedback and posture
correction systems.

INDEX TERMS Additive manufacturing, design optimization, stereolitography, wearable sensors.

I. INTRODUCTION
The creation of complex prototypes has been an asset of 3D
printing or, more inclusively, additive manufacturing (AM)
for close to half a century. Through its capabilities in regards
to the fabrication of arbitrary geometries, AM lends itself
towards custom and optimized designs within a variety of
industrial and commercial fields. These span from cooling
of micro-electronics through to autonomous mechatronic
products and civil engineering [1]–[3], even impacting the
food industry and wearables [4], [5]. The latter category
constitutes a natural application for 3D printed prototypes,
due to the demand of tailored form-and-fit designs at which
AM inherently excells. The use of mechatronic products in
human monitoring has established itself as an essential part
of biophysical analysis [6]. Alongside physiotherapy and
rehabilitation, professional sports are seeing the monitoring
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of athletes during training and competitions as a mandatory
component of their routine [7]. Performance data is being
acquired by use of wearable sensor devices [8] which may on
occasion interfere with the athlete’s activity. In contact sports
such as ice hockey and American football, personal safety
equipment (helmets, shoulder guards, etc.) is compulsory
even at amateur level. Used mostly for impact damage con-
tainment, additive manufacturing again lends itself towards
conformal, custom products which can be attached to athletes
with minimum hindering of their performance [9].

The coupling of electronics and additive manufacturing
has represented an ongoing research effort for the better part
of three decades. By either creating conductive traces [10],
[11] or embedding bulk components into 3D printed sub-
strates [12], [13], it has served the likes of digital interfacing,
sensors, antennas and prosthetics [14]–[16]. Combining this
approach with the aforementioned personalized wearables
opens up for custom-shape optimized 3D printing geometries
with embedded sensing capabilities.
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Similar to the collection of data from athletes in order
to aid their performance, recent years have seen it become
essential to monitor workers exposed to environment haz-
ards (ranging from fatigue due to physical labor to contin-
uous noise-exposure on a factory floor) due to health and
work-safety considerations [17]. In light of this, the current
study proposes the development of a 3D printed conformal
kneepad with embedded sensing. The explored use case shall
be that of a tiler who kneels for extended periods of time dur-
ing work, therefore exposing themselves to pain and potential
long-term damage [18]. 3D scanning will be used to obtain
a model of a human knee, and the conformal design of the
prototype will ensure a tailored fit for each individual and,
moreover, each limb. The loading to which the kneepad will
react is envisioned as orientation dependent, thus imposing
the need of a prototype which exhibits different levels of
compliance based on the position of the tiler. This lends itself
towards an optimized design interpretation which is achieved
by means of topology optimization, an increasingly popular
strategy within additive manufacturing [19]–[21]. Material
usage and printing time are significantly lowered, subse-
quently reducing cost, all the while maintaining the desired
behaviour for the differentiated load cases. The integration of
electronics and 3D printed structures can occur either during
the manufacturing process, thereby pausing it, or after the 3D
printing has completed [22].

Apart from not interrupting the manufacturing process
and consequently requiring supplementary in-situ insertion
systems, integrating electronics into a finished 3D printed
geometry offers extended placement degrees of freedom and
design interpretations. A completed part may be evaluated
and its validity for the task can be considered before poten-
tially expensive components are added into what can, due to
design or manufacturing errors, be a less than optimal prod-
uct. Post-printing insertion relies on either placing electronic
components in structural cavities or their interposing between
multiple 3D printed parts which are then fused together by
polymer welding or overmolding [23]. Out of the seven rec-
ognized additive manufacturing processes [24], a freeform
fabrication technology well-suited for overmolding is Vat
Photopolymerisation, thereby representing the method of
choice for this study. The technology exposes photopoly-
merisable resin to either a laser or an alternate light source,
thusly solidifying it. This leaves the parts in an intermediate,
so-called ‘‘green’’ state, in which the electronics may be
placed into position. The step is typically followed by alcohol
post-washing and post-curing in a heated UV-chamber, which
creates the fully-cured final, electronics-containing product.

Advances in VAT resin formulations have triggered the
commercial availability of resins with extended mechanical
properties, among which flexible polyurethane solutions are
of particular interest for the tiler use case. These resins allow
for comfortable structural compliance and are therefore con-
venient for wearable products such as the described kneepad.
The posture of the tiler will be monitored by flexible tactile
sensors overmolded into the ‘‘green’’ state kneepad, which

thereby becomes sensitive to load orientation. The obtained
data is logged by a microcontroller worn by the tiler, which
can be later interpreted for fatigue pattern assessment or be
used real-time for direct feedback on the correctness of the
tiler’s position.

After this introduction, the overall design considerations,
pertaining to the load cases which the tiler’s knee exert and
their effect on kneepad geometry and sensor placement, are
presented in Section II. The modeling and development of
the physical kneepad prototype, including topology optimiza-
tion, overomlding considerations and sensor creation will be
included in Section III. Section IV tests the ability of the
physical kneepad to detect differentiated loading by means
of a robot arm. The study is concluded upon and future
improvements are discussed in Section V.

II. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
This study aims to output a 3D printable optimized kneepad,
meant to fit conformally on a human knee. This is achieved
by uniform contact throughout its internal boundary with the
knee in the envisioned use case. For a tiler, this corresponds to
a kneeling position.While it is understood that a personmight
change position throughout their work day, the conformal
design will perfectly fit a specific position only. Commer-
cially available kneepads exhibit the same characteristic due
to their rigid nature, while still being able to be worn in a
variety of suboptimal instances (standing, walking, sitting
at different angles, etc.). The kneepad of this study will be
wearable by a human without hindering their movement, and
the flexible materials envisioned in its creation will ensure
a pleasant contact no matter if the user is in their preferred
working position or not. Ultimately, it is not the goal of this
study to take all manufacturing considerations into account
relevant for a marketable product, but rather to focus on
investigating the feasibility of a prototype which is custom
to each user, while offering the desired sensing capabilities.

Achieving the aforementioned goal imposes considera-
tions on the design of the kneepad, tailoring its geometry
to serve the use case while not neglecting its intended 3D
printing manufacturing process. In order to ensure the con-
formal fit onto a specific knee, 3D scanning may be used as
a means of accurately capturing the irregularities one expects
in the anatomy of different individuals. The obtained virtual
geometry may then be used as a target for the kneepad, so that
its outer boundary should coincide with the inner boundary
of the prototype. The embedded sensors will therefore fol-
low a non-planar path, for which flexible tactile sensors are
well-suited candidates [25].

The loading to which the kneepad will react is envisioned
as compliant in the normal direction and stiffer in lateral
directions, enabling lateral support while offering a cushion
to the surface which the kneepad is contacting. In order to
clearly highlight the differentiated loading, two sensors will
be placed alongside each other inside the kneepad, thusly
monitoring both lateral and transverse position changes of
the tiler. The parts which will encompass the sensors will be
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‘‘slices’’ of the kneepad. In light of the anticipated irregular
geometry generated by the topology optimized design, it is
sensible to further slice the parts to present two thin shells
of constant thickness between which the sensors are located.
This ensures a planar rather than point contact between the
two surfaces, facilitating the overmolding process and creat-
ing a bond along the boundary whose strength rivals that of
the original, bulk material [13]. A depiction of the layered
concept is presented in Figure 1.

FIGURE 1. Illustration of layered concept, where the sensor (b) is placed
between two wearable 3D printed shells of uniform thickness (a and c)
while still in their uncured state; the right of the figure depicts the setup
during and after curing.

The sensors will each connect to a microcontroller which
can be strapped to the tiler’s thigh and thusly worn without
interfering with their work. Data can be streamed via WiFi
from the microcontroller for metrics and posture correction.
Details on this, along with the general fabrication of the
prototype, follow in the next section.

III. PROTOTYPE FABRICATION
The current research effort seeks to ensure the perfect fit
between the kneepad and the tiler’s knee in their pre-
ferred work position. The initial step towards this endeav-
our consisted of obtaining a 3D scan of a knee in a bent
position equivalent to kneeling. By employing a Creaform
HandySCAN 700 3D laser scanner [26] and using proprietary
software to post-process the obtained point cloud, an .stl file
of the knee was obtained (Figure 2).

The high-resolution scan is then imported into Comsol
Multiphysics [27], where it will serve as a ‘‘mold’’ for the
kneepad geometry. The latter is achieved by defining a spline
on a truncated section of the scanned knee (denoted ‘‘(a)’’
in Figure 3), along which a 2D closed curve is extruded. The
intersection between the knee and the extrusion is removed,
leaving a remnant ‘‘first layer’’ (b) in whose inner boundary
matches that of the bent knee perfectly. The aforementioned
consequent shells of constant thickness - (c) and (d) - are then
produced as offsets to the outer boundary of the first layer.
A thicker layer (e) meant to be topology optimized for the
differentiated loads is then placed on top of the previous layer,
and is itself bounded by a final, outer shell (f). The cavity-
prone layer (e) is thereby contacting a uniform thickness
shell on both sides, which will both facilitate overmolding
with embedded sensors and offer added protection against the
work environment. Its optimized shape will be determined
by the desired load cases, as described in the following
subsection.

FIGURE 2. Coloured image of the solid.stl file obtained from the knee
scan point cloud.

A. OPTIMIZATION FOR ORIENTATION DEPENDENT
LOADING
Optimizing the geometry of the kneedpad in order to obtain
a tailored anisotropic behaviour can be achieved in multiple
ways. One option is to create a type of effective media,
exemplified by lattice structures such as the ones in Ref. [13].
The ambiguity of how to scale and orient potential lattice
elements so they are conformal to the knee shape constitutes
a drawback of this approach. Another option is the perform
a macroscopic optimization, maintaining isotropic material
parameters and selectively removing material in order to
optimize certain objective functions, which is the procedure
employed in this effort.

The kneepad has been split into optimized and non-
optimized shapes, where we have optimized the region (e) as
indicated in Figure 3 with the other regions remaining full
solid. As the target for the overall kneepad is that of main-
taining lateral support while enhancing the compression com-
pliance, an optimization objective that weights stiffness in
lateral directions higher than compressional has been formu-
lated. The simulations all follow the setup where region (f) is
considered a fixed, rigid domain, assuming this material to
be much stiffer than the region (e) material. The same holds
for region (b), albeit not by having the region fixed, but rather
subjecting it to typical range applied displacements that differ
for three load cases:
1) Displacement of 0.08mm in x-direction
2) Displacement of 0.24mm in y-direction
3) Displacement of 0.24mm in z-direction,

corresponding to 1% and 3% in effective strain, respectively.
The optimization objective is then essentially given as

max
3∑

n=1

∫
�

∑
ij∈{1,2,3}

εijσijdV . (1)
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FIGURE 3. Comsol geometry used in the optimization, including a
truncated knee (a), an immediate, conformal layer (b), two thin of
constant thickness shells(c and d), a layer meant for topology
optimization (e) and a final, outer shell (f).

The integration kernel describes the strain energy density,
so ε and σ denote stress and strain, respectively. The domain
� denotes region e, while the outer sum over n denotes a
summation over three load cases.

The optimization parameter θ (x, y, z) is an, in principle,
continuous parameter 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1 as described in Ref. [27].
The parameter is linked to the material stiffness as

E(x, y, z) = θ (x, y, z)3Ematerial . (2)

Here Ematerial is the material stiffness (Young’s modulus)
and the factor three is the penalty factor in the SIMP method.
On top of the penalty factor, the density function ρ is also
subjected to a filter such that

θf = R2min∇2θf + θdiscrete. (3)

In the above, θdiscrete is the raw control variable and θf
is the filtered variable. The parameter Rmin is ensured to
be slightly greater than the maximum element length as to
avoid checkerboard patterns and mesh invariance (see also
Ref. [28]). The filtered θf is the projected to obtain the overall
parameter θ by

θ = tanh(β(θf − 0.5)) + tanh(0.5β)
2 tanh(β(0.5β))

. (4)

In this case, β = 8 (after numerically performing all
optimization with β = 1 for initial guesses and thereby
improved numerical convergence) and 0.5 acts as a projection
point. We subsequently perform the optimization subject to
restrictions on the average value of θ , so

θavg =
∫
�

θ (x, y, z)dV∫
�
dV

≤ f . (5)

The fraction of material removed from the structure is
denoted by f . The choice of this parameter is not obvious.

FIGURE 4. Two-toned topology optimized kneepad layer, with blue areas
depicting the least material removed and yellow nearing the f =
0.6 threshold.

The closer to f is to 1, the less changes of behaviour can be
expected, but a too low f ends up with unrealistic structures.
The latter is a consequence of the simulation setup, as the
deflection is described, and therefore no rotation is possible
by means of boundary conditions. Hence, removing too much
material could transform the geometry into extremely local
structures that do not, in fact, support lateral motion as pre-
dicted by the simulation. The current case has used f = 0.6.
The final structure is obtained by plotting the optimized

θ (x, y, z) and exporting the plot as stl file, filtering results
by removing all θ < 0.6 - the projection point in the opz-
imization. The structure of the optimized region is shown
in Figure 4, which is 3D printed and embedded into the
kneedpad.

As a few remarks to this section it should bementioned that
we have used a static, linear model of elasticity, i.e.

∇σ = 0, (6)

σ = Cε, (7)

εij = 1
2

(
∂ui
∂xj

+ ∂uj
∂xi

)
, (8)

where C is the usual stiffness tensor for isotropic materials
and �u is the particle displacement vector. This material model
is not necessarily the best choice for the Flexible Resin used
for printing, but this should not be source of major issues,
as the deformations remain within fairly low range.

As a quick validation we have evaluated strain energies
before and after optimization, showing the effect of the
removed material. The fractions for the individual load cases
are

W1,init −W1,opt

W1,init
= 0.1468, (9)

W2,init −W2,opt

W2,init
= 0.1040, (10)

W3,init −W3,opt

W3,init
= 0.1191. (11)

Since in both evaluations the prescribed deformation has
not changed, this indicates a greater increase in compliance
in the normal compared to the lateral direction, as intended.
In particular, the elastic energy for the normal direction
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has decreased by almost 15%, whereas the other directions
witness a decrease of only around 11%. This numerically
validates the output of the conformal optimization approach,
which is then ready for 3D printing and integration with the
sensing elements described in the next paragraphs.

B. SENSOR SPECIFICATIONS
Tactile sensors typically employ one of four sensing mech-
anisms to convert tactile information into electrical sig-
nals: piezoelectricity, piezocapacitance, triboelectricity and
piezoresistance. The latter consists of changes in resistance
based on external stimuli, and is well-suited for wearable
solutions due to their low energy consumption, broad range
of detection and easy read-out capabilities [29]. It is therefore
chosen as the material best suited for the manufacturing of
a flexible tactile sensor. The prototypes are designed and
manufactured as part of the research effort, thereby offering
a tailored solution to the conformal kneepad. Similar sensor
prototypes have been successfully used in applications rang-
ing from object palpation to footwear monitoring [30].

An array of 250 (25 by 10) pressure-sensitive tactile
cells (taxels) will constitute the sensing elements, corre-
sponding to an area of 16 mm x 40 mm. Upon experiencing
pressure, the taxels will exhibit a smooth decrease of resis-
tance between 1 M� down to below 1 k�. Their disposition
is wired perpendicularly to the connectors, while two layers
of flex-printed PCBs encompass a layer of piezoresistive
rubber. Each sensor will output a tactile image of 250 8-bit
value elements, by virtue of signal acquisition performed
by dedicated electronics. In relation to the tiler use case,
the curvature changes caused by the bending of the sensors
under the expected loads will further decrease the resistance,
being therefore included in the tactile image. Each sensor
streams tactile data over wifi and a custom script running on
a nearby PC allows changing the sensitivity of the sensor as
well as visualizing the tactile images in real time.

The principle of transduction for a single tactile cell is
based on the variable and nonlinear resistance exhibited by
the piezoresistive rubber. Applying a fixed voltage over a
tactile element, Rsensor , in series with a fixed value resistor,
Rg, is the most simple signal conditioning required. The
voltage drop, Vx , over the fixed resistor gives a proportional
output to the applied pressure over the surface of the cell.
The multi-array tactile sensor consists of a sandwich struc-
ture with a series of 25 electrodes on the top, the 0.5 mm
piezoresistive material in the middle and 10 bottom elec-
trodes. A truncated depiction (3×3) is illustrated in Figure 5.
By applying 3.3V (V+) at a single top electrode (Va for

example) and then reading the voltage drop V1, V2, and V3
over each of the Rg resistors it is possible to acquire a series
of pressure estimates along the entire Va electrode. A mul-
tiplexing and switching circuit addresses all the top elec-
trodes (25 lines) in combination with the bottom electrodes
(10 lines) in sequence, such that at any moment, a single
tactile cell is active and a 12 bit voltage measurement is
performed by an Analog Devices ADC chip. A very fast

FIGURE 5. Truncated version (3 × 3) of signal conditioning array.

iteration (approximately 50 μs/cell readout) allows a tac-
tile image of 250 taxels to be formed in less than 15 ms.
The set of voltage measurements are further discretised as
8bit values (0 - 255) according to the desired sensitivity.
A higher sensitivity maps the voltage range 0 - 200 mV to
values 0 - 255, while the lowest sensitivity maps the voltage
range 0 - 3300 mV to values 0 - 255. Applying a pressure
of at least 10 kPa is required to activate the tactile cell with
the highest sensitivity - thus voltage levels at the output are at
least 10 mV. The piezoresistive rubber will exhibit saturation
when pressure stimuli of over 240 kPa are applied, but does
not deteriorate even if exposed to 500 kPa. The relationship
between pressure and cell output is non linear and shows hys-
teresis, creep and saturation (similar to human tactile sense
characteristics), therefore no attempt to measure an absolute
pressure distribution is made. The obtained pressure distri-
bution map is used rather qualitatively in the data processing
part, but allows for good discrimination between gentle touch
and excessive pressure. An overview of the modules of the
data acquisition circuit and embedded electronics is depicted
in Figure 6. An NXP Kinetis ARM Cortex M4 microcon-
troller handles the multiplexing modules, the ADC sequence,
as well as the communication to a WiFi ESP 8266 module
responsible for the wireless transmission.

The sensors are placed vertically, one on each side of the
kneecap. The exerted forces on the knee can therefore easily
be distinguished in terms of lateral loading, due to each sensor
receiving different stimuli. This can also be monitored within
each sensor over the 10 taxels corresponding to lateral loads,
whereas the longer side of 25 taxels will provide information
on the relative kneeling position, i.e. the angle between the
calf and thigh (details in Figure 7).

C. OVERMOLDING CONSIDERATIONS
The kneepad layers are 3D printed in pairs on a Form-
labs Form 2 SLA 3D printer [31] due to space restrictions.
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FIGURE 6. Data acquisition system diagram.

FIGURE 7. Illustration of a sensor and one of the 3D printed thin shells it
is meant to be overmolded onto; the sensing area of 250 taxels outputs
data through the soft PCB traces which will leave the kneepad.

FIGURE 8. Uncured layers placed between two mold pieces 3D printed in
PETG; an elastic band may be used to ensure the setup does not shift
position.

To minimize the needed support structures, thereby decreas-
ing material usage, along with 3D printing and post-
processing time, the parts are oriented vertically. The chosen
resin is a proprietary Formlabs Flexible 80A [32], exhibiting
firm soft-touch mechanical properties (80A Shore hardness),
and is developed particularly for compliant features with
repetitive load-cycles.

Overmolding, or polymer welding, consists of the entan-
gling of polymers on one boundary with polymers of the
other. For thermosets such as SLA resin, this is achieved
in the presence of heat and is catalyzed by UV light. This
case study employed a curing time of 8 hours at 60◦C, after
the removal of the necessary support structures. Due to the
drastically increased flexibility in their uncured state and out

FIGURE 9. Kneepad strapped with velcro onto an 3D print of the
truncated knee scan used in the Comsol simulation.

FIGURE 10. Testing setup including a robot arm for actuation (a) and a
serial-output scale for load recording (b).

FIGURE 11. The two load cases (green and red, respectively), with
intermediate values (A-F).

of shape-preservation considerations, the 3D printed parts
were aligned and stacked on top of each other in their final
position, including interposed sensors, inside a conformal 3D
printed mold (Figure 8).
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FIGURE 12. Various instances of robot position, corresponding to different angles (green and red) and load levels - ‘‘A’’ and
‘‘D’’ are no-load scenarios, while the others represent intermediate steps in the load application; the similarly excited taxels
between the two load-angle cases on Sensor 2 are explained by its arbitrary mounting within the kneepad, with respect to
the underlying support - ‘‘fps’’ denotes frames per second of data display.

The resin does not adhere to Polyethylene terephtha-
late glycol (PETG) and the curing temperature is main-
tained below the glass transition region of the latter [33],
so the kneepad can be easily removed after curing. The thin
shell denoted ‘‘d’’ in Figure 3 was exported as a single.stl
file together with the topology optimized layer, facilitat-
ing alignment for overmolding and ensuring that any local,
island-type regions are united towards a continuous, 3D
printable geometry. Its output is presented in Figure 9, and
its configuration will be tested and characterized in the next
section.

IV. TESTING AND VALIDATION
The case study of the tiler kneeling in their work pos-
ture for extended periods of time can now be investigated
through real-life testing. Having numerically validated the
relative energy contributions after the topology optimization
by means of a comparison of directional strain energies,
the overmolded design is tested for its ability to detect and
output different loads. Mounted onto the original geometry
of the scanned knee and strapped into its perfectly-conformal
position, the kneepad is then subjected to different angles
within successive load cases. While a discretized selection
of these is presented below, the kneepad was subjected to a
much larger combination of angles and loads - yielding the
expected behaviour throughout their entirety.

The 3D print of the truncated knee is designed to be
attached to an Igus Robolink dCi 5-axis robot arm [34],
which is used to simulate the different angles and loads of the
tiler use case. While it is possible to accurately control the
motion of the robot by means of waypoints or real-time con-
trol, the reaction forces it experiences cannot be monitored.
Due to this lack of feedback on the robot arm, the pressure
stimuli described by qualitative loads are recorded using a

scale with a serial read-out, on which the robot arm will press
at different angles, as seen in Figure 10.

Previous research [13] has shown that a successful over-
molding will generate an interpart bond which is stronger
than the original material. This is true for a variety of resins
including the one from Formlabs used in the current study.
Especially designed for load-bearing wearables, the flexible
resin revealed no difficulty in handling the weight of a human
kneeling onto the kneepad structure. Out of safety concerns,
the loads exerted by the robot arm were restricted to below
50N, applied in two actuation motions at different angles
(green and red sets in Figure 11, respectively).

There is an evident difference between the sen-
sor readouts of the first load-angle cycle (as shown
in Figure 12, (A) through (C)) and those illustrated by points
(D) to (F). The six measurement points correspond to the
annotations in Figure 11. Indeed, it is possible to distinguish
lateral orientations by observing which of the two sensors
(right/1 or left/2) is receiving most stimuli, while the tax-
els along the vertical side of the sensors will differentiate
between either forward or backward inclines in the kneeling
position. It should be noted that the sensitivity of the sensors
was set to its maximum in order to record the relatively
small changes in load. This explains the presence of mild
preloading on the sensors by the overmolded layers. In the
case of the human study, more coarse sensitivities may be
employed which will not register the preloads.

V. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER DEVELOPMENT
The study has investigated the feasibility of designing con-
formal, custom-fit wearables produced by additive manufac-
turing. These have taken the form of a kneepad intended for
a tiler in their kneeling work position. By means of topol-
ogy optimization, approximately a quarter of the kneepad’s
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mass is reduced, while simultaneously improving the direc-
tional support properties. The targeted layer itself witnessed
roughly a third of its material removed in the optimiza-
tion process. Flexible tactile sensors have been interposed
within 3D printed substrates and have successfully detected
and output differentiated loads, corresponding to changes in
position of the tiler while kneeling.

As an immediate next step, the two dedicated microcon-
trollers accompanying the sensors may be strapped to the
tiler’s leg with an onboard power source such as a power
bank. In regards to the material selection, a flexible resin
from Formlabs has been successfully overmolded around the
sensors, in both full-material and topology optimized layers.
Future efforts could consider alternating flexible and rigid
resins for successive shells, thus offering enhanced protection
against the environment. One should, however, consider the
different curing conditions that the resins would require and
validate the feasibility of such an approach. The depicted
topology optimization strategy may be combined with con-
formal lattice structures towards an increasingly modifiable
and lightweight prototype.
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